### THE MICHAEL WALLIS PAPERS

**KEY**  
AMs = autograph (hand written) manuscript  
TMs = typescript (text generated on personal computer) manuscript  
pc = photocopy  
COB = Council Oak Books  
SMP = St. Martin's Press  
UMP = University of New Mexico Press

### SERIES I  
BEYOND THE HILLS

**Box:Folder  
1:1**  

**1:2**  
Copyeditors' style sheet, 11p. Includes a memo from Wallis to Carol in reference to a possible Epigraph, title, and word count, and draft on diskette.

**1:3**  
Version 1: TMs draft, bound, with thumbnails of illustrations and AMs author's and editors' corrections, revisions, remarks and notations.


**1:4**  
Additional copies of thumbnail illustrations.

**1:5**  
Version 2: TMs draft with proofreader's marks and author's AMs notes. Part One: pi-60 (2 versions of p60).

**1:6**  
Part Two: p61-255.

**1:7**  
p266-480.

**2:1**  
Version 3: TMs draft including title page, quotes, and Table of Contents, pi-142.

**2:2**  
p143-268.

**2:3**  
p269-368.

**2:4**  
p369-478.

**2:5**  
Version 4: TMs draft with blue tabs attached noting corrections and revisions. Includes title page, Author's Note (crossed out), books page, Dedication, Bibliography and Suggested Reading List, Table of Contents, quotes, pl-123.
Version 5: TMs draft including title page, copyright, quotes, Dedication, books page, Table of Contents, Author’s Note, p1-107.

p108-224.

p225-351.

p352-422. Includes About the Author, Acknowledgements, Bibliography and Suggested Reading List.

pc of typeset index, enlarged, with AMs corrections, revisions, and notes.

Proposed photo illustrations. 33 photos and photo-reproductions.

TM drafts caption text for proposed illustrations.

Dust jacket proofs for the Oklahoma Trackmaker Series.

Author’s photo.

Final dust jacket.

Paperback edition.

Publicity, book tours, book reviews.

Research information dictated onto audiocassettes. 8 cassettes.

AMs/TM drafts author’s research notes, 26 pieces.

Research material

Biographical and genealogical material on Waite Phillips and transcriptions from his diary.

EPIGRAMS. Booklet of epigrams collected by and/or written by Waite Phillips, in 3 editions.

Press cuttings in reference to Pawhuska oil auction (1922) and company sale (1925). VERY FRAGILE.

General material, Philmont, etc.
Memorabilia. Includes mortar and brick from the wall at the site of Waite Phillip's residence located at 17th and Owasso in Tulsa.